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Basic Review 

 

Sentence = a set of words with a subject and verb.  

  Good sentences must have the following: 
 A complete thought. Shelly played tennis at the park. 

 ≥6 words per sentence. 

 No crime, violence, gore, or fluff (“I hoped you liked my story.”) 

 
 

 What else does a sentence need to be perfect? 

_________________, ________________, _________________, ________________ 

 Careful, sometimes sentences look normal but are just fragments: 

 Bad: Because it was too hot. 

  Good: He brought a hat because it was too hot. 
 

 Correctly complete each sentence. 

1. ____________________________because they_____________________________________. 

2. The pig _____________________________________________________________________. 

3. ______________tried______________________, but _______________________________. 

4. _____________________________________________________________________ on time. 

 Write an example for each type of sentence. 

5. Declarative (makes a statement or gives an opinion) _________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Imperative (gives a command or request) __________________________________________ 

       ___________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Interrogative (asks a question) ___________________________________________________ 

       ___________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Exclamatory (uses emotion, ends with an exclamation point) ___________________________ 

 
 

Scenes: Complete the following scenes. (4 sentences each)  
                           

 It’s time to move furniture into my new treehouse! 

 There was knocking on the front door of my treehouse. 

 My friend was building an even bigger treehouse.  
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

Basic Review 

 

Sentence = a set of words with a subject and verb.  

  Good sentences must have the following: 
 A complete thought. Shelly played tennis at the park. 

 ≥6 words per sentence. 

 No crime, violence, gore, or fluff (“I hoped you liked my story.”) 

 
 

 What else does a sentence need to be perfect? 

__punctuation__, __capitalization___, __starts with different words_, _clear meaning____ 

 Careful, sometimes sentences look normal but are just fragments: 

 Bad: Because it was too hot. 

  Good: He brought a hat because it was too hot. 
 

 Correctly complete each sentence. 

1. __The surfers went to the beach______because__ they saw big waves.__________________ 

2. The pig walked with her tiny piglets to the food trough._______________________________ 

3. ___Tito___tried__to play the drums with straws___, but __it wasn’t the same.____________ 

4. __Myron always delivers packages with his truck _____________________________ on time. 

 Write an example for each type of sentence. 

5. Declarative (makes a statement or gives an opinion) ___We saw the ships dock at the terminal 

last night. ___________________________________________________________________ 

6. Imperative (gives a command or request) _Please take your seats ladies and gentlemen.____ 

___________________________________________________________________________  

7. Interrogative (asks a question) ___What color paint matches my furniture the best? ________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Exclamatory (uses emotion, ends with an exclamation point) __Wow, the rocket liftoff was__ 

really loud!__________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

Scenes: Complete the following scenes. (4 sentences each)  
                           

 It’s time to move furniture into my new treehouse! 

 There was knocking on the front door of my treehouse. 

 My friend was building an even bigger treehouse. 
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